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Introduction:

Devices and systems based on mobile technologies have become common in our everyday lives (Balasubramanian et.al 2002) especially after the growth of worldwide subscribers who are estimated around 6 billion (arkar, 2012). Mobile devices created new markets, alter the competitive landscape of business and enabled direct interactions between customer and advertiser to be fast, easy and independent from the consumer’s location (Stewart & Pavlou, 2002) where the receiver is addressed specifically (Haghirian et.al, 2005).

This provided a foundation for mobile commerce to be carried out through mobile phones (Lee & Benbasat, 2003).

Proving that one’s perceptions of the advertising medium affect his attitudes toward advertising (Ducoffe, 1996), the present research discusses how mobile advertising explore human factors for accepting such a technology in terms of the factors that drive the consumer (user) to accept SMS mobile advertising and depend on it in his purchase decision versus it's interference to the users privacy. The conceptual model and hypotheses being tested through a survey of (334) mobile phone users in Bahrain was built upon the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT).

1. Mobile advertising

The development of mobile devices made mobile advertising more attractive as a marketing medium for both advertisers and consumers (Leppäniemi et.al, 2005), that it grew rapidly in popularity especially
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as 40% of mobile phone subscribers have received mobile advertisements (sms) from marketers where Europe recorded 36% and 8% in the USA (eMarketer, 2003).

Mobile advertising refers to the transmission of advertising messages via mobile phones (Haghirian et.al, 2005) and sometimes called wireless advertising messaging (Petty, 2003) as it’s usually transmitted via short message service (SMS) (De Reyck & Degraeve, 2003). In spite that there’s (MMS) or multimedia messaging service, but it’s not as popular as SMS as it requires mobile devices with high technical features (Okazaki & Taylor, 2008). Thus we define mobile advertising through the present research as the “SMS that's transmitted through mobile phones in order to promote the selling of products or services and to disseminate information about them”.

Mobile advertising usually includes types of advertisement: brand building, special offers, timely teasers, requests, competitions and polls (Barwise & Strong 2002). Mobile advertising can be either permission-based, incentive based, or location-based (Lafferty et.al, 2002). Permission-based advertising differs from traditional irritating advertising in that the messages about specific products, services, or content are sent only to individuals who have explicitly indicated their willingness to receive the message (Bamba & Barnes, 2007). This is called pull strategy (Dickinger et al., 2004). Meanwhile, sms that is sent directly to consumer regardless of his pre-agreement to receive the message, is called push strategy (Barwise & Strong, 2002). While some argue that push advertising will dominate mobile advertising as it saves consumer time and money compared to browsing content, others see that pull advertising blurs the line between advertising and services (Scharl et.al, 2005).

Location-based advertising makes it possible for advertisers to create tailor-made campaigns targeting users according to where they are (Bamba & Barnes, 2007) or where they are going to (Lafferty et.al, 2002); and according to their needs of the moment and the device they
are using (Bamba & Barnes, 2007) through Incentive-based advertising that provides specific financial rewards to individuals who agree to receive promotions and campaigns (Lafferty et al, 2002).

In spite that the mobile phone users adaptation to mobile shopping is low, they have positive attitudes towards mobile advertising (Baruçtu, 2007).

2. Conceptual Framework:

The present study uses the framework of the” Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology” UTAUT in understanding how one perceives and accepts mobile advertising as it provides a useful starting point for analyzing technology adoption by individuals (Fife & Pereira, 2005) as it’s explanatory power is up to 70% more effective than any of the models that are known before in explaining the use of information system, such as mobile commerce (Carlsson et al., 2006).

The theory was developed through a review and consolidation of the constructs of eight models (theory of reasoned action, technology acceptance model, motivational model, theory of planned behavior, a combined theory of planned behavior/technology acceptance model, model of PC utilization, innovation diffusion theory, and social cognitive theory) (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

UTAUT model integrates the points that were addressed in the relevant documents into four core determinants: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions; and four control variables: gender, age, experience, and voluntariness of use. Its’ theoretical framework is shown in (Fig.1), (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

Fig. 1: UTAUT model
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The framework of this study depended on the above-mentioned literature reviews (Fig.2). The external variables are formed by the four core determinants in UTAUT model; the control variables are in accordance with the UTAUT model’s variables, including gender, age, experience, voluntariness of use, and level of education is added.

The main difference between the present study and the original UTAUT model lies in firstly, that (Venkatesh et. al., 2003) believes the relationship between social influence and use intention would be influenced by the interfering factors such as gender, age, experience and use voluntarily, but we believe that the control variables moderate the relation between all the external variables and the intention to accept mobile advertising and the actual usage for it. Secondly, we measure voluntary of use in terms of either permission based mobile ad. or non permission based mobile ad., which we expect could make for unethical interference of the mobile ad. From the point of view of the mobile user to his privacy. As a result, it’s expected to affects one’s evaluation of any positive sides of mobile ad in terms of any or all of the external factors. Thirdly, intention to accept mobile advertising on their purchase decisions is not measure but instead we measured the actual acceptance to it due to the various data that proved the high usage of individuals to sms that has exceeded all initial expectations and become a great market success (Bauer et.al, 2005). Study dimensions are summarized as follows:

2.1. Independent Factors

2.1.1. Performance Expectancy (PE)

PE is the “degree to which an individual believes that using the information system will help him or her to improve or attain gains in job performance” (Venkatesh et. al., 2003). In our research context, we define performance expectancy as the degree to which an individual believes that using Mob. Ad. would reduce his or her time
and effort required to get the needed information about a product, or a service.

PE including perceived usefulness has been considered the most powerful tool for explaining the intention to use the technology system (Park et.al, 2007) and even all kinds of mobile services (Nysveen et.al, 2005). So consumers will feel that mobile ad has a high value, (Lopez-Nicola’s et.al., 2008), develop a positive attitude towards it which and in return leads to the behavioral intention to use mobile services only if it provides them high information value (Bauer et al., 2005). Perceived utility and the utilization of contextual information are the strongest positive drivers of consumer acceptance of mobile advertising that provides up-to-date information, and in return keeps the mobile audience constantly aware of the various promotions a firm has (Haghrian et.al., 2008).

Mobile advertising offers through its’ characteristics benefits based on how users develop expectations about its’ performance (Junglas & Watson, 2003) as follows:

a- Portability (physical aspects of mobile devices that enable them to be readily carried for long periods of time).

b- Reachability (a person can be in touch with and reached by other people at any time during the day).

c- Accessibility (describes the case where a person can access the mobile network at any time from any location).

d- Localization (describes the ability to locate the position of a mobile person or entity).

e- Identification (ability of the mobile device to uniquely identify the user).

These features in other terms made some to define mobile advertising as "a wireless medium to provide consumers with time, and location –
In the present research, we conceptualize Performance expectancy of mobile advertising in accordance to the consumer to include the following:

a- Time - effectiveness & reachability (a consumer can be in touch with and reached by the advertiser 24 hours per day, 7 days per week as well as being able to read text message at his/her leisure and choose when to respond).

b- Location - effectiveness & localization (a consumer’s mobile can be located and thus being provided location-based services).

c- Preference – effectiveness & identification (a consumer can be identified and provided with a personalized SMS designed upon databases on actual client’s demographics, desires & interests).

Thus we expect:

H1- *Performance expectancy positively influences acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.*

2.1.2. Effort Expectancy (EE)

EE is the degree or ease associated with the use of the system or how an individual perceives it's easy to use a system which consists of three sub-dimensions of “consciousness of easy to use”, “systematic complexity”, and “operating simplicity” (Venkatesh et. al., 2003). In our present research, we conceptualize EE as "how the individual feels comfortable and finds it easy to use and interact with SMS mob. Ads". The easiness a new technology system offers to its’ user is one of the key factors of accepting it (Venkatesh et. al., 2003). Consequently, mobile phone users have positive attitudes towards mobile advertising.
due to the ease of effort related with how to use and interact with it (Barutçu, 2007) and even to purchase whatever is advertised with the least effort without leaving their places (Barnes, 2002). This ease of effort is expressed in the following:

1- Flexibility in allowing the user to conduct transactions or receive information even when he is engaged in another activity (Geser, 2004).
2- Convenience in being convenient for users to operate (Sadeh, 2002).
3- Instant connectivity as the marketer can easily connect to target customers (Sadeh, 2002).
4- Dissemination in being the most exciting tool to expand customers shopping in a new, easy, practical and price-conscious shopping tool (Hsieh, 2007).

In spite that EE has been found to be significant only at the beginning and becomes non significant over periods of sustained and extended usage (Thompson, 1994), it positively influences attitudes towards using mobile technology (Leppäniemi & Karjaluoto, 2005), as well as, being positively related to performance expectancy (Xu et.al, 2009).

H2: Effort expectancy positively influences acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.

2.1.3. Social Influence/SI

Social Influence is conceptualized as the “the degree that an individual senses that those who're important to him, thinks he should use the new system” (Wu et.al, 2008). SI is explained in three sub-dimensions as “subjective norm”, “social factor”, and “public image” (Venkatesh et. al., 2000).

“subjective norm” refers to “the person’s perception that most people who are important to him think he should or should not perform the
behavior in question (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). “Public image” as individuals often respond to social normative influences to establish a favorable image within a reference group (Wu et al., 2008). “social factor” are the interfering factors such as gender, age, experience and use voluntarily that are believed to influence the relationship between social influence and use intention (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Though these influences would usually happen only at the beginning of use, SI does not have significant influence on behavioral intention (Wu et al., 2008).

H3: **Social Influence positively influences acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions**

2.1.4. Facilitating conditions

Facilitating conditions are defined as “the degree to which an individual believes that an organizational and technical infrastructure exist to support use of the system” (Park et al., 2007). Usage time, the technology use related skills as well as familiarization of mobile phones can be seen as special characters of facilitation as these factors can be expected to influence the perceptions of individuals towards it (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Consequently, mobile ad. is characterized by a multiplicity of exciting new technologies, applications, and services that facilitate it’s usage as follows:

a) “Location-based mobile services”: ability to identify the exact geographical location of a mobile user at any time is a facility described as (Casal et al., 2004).

b) The ability to personalize messages as phones are equipped with a profiling option in which users can build their own profiles or use existing ones (e.g. silent, meeting, outdoors) (Leppäniemi & Karjaluoto, 2005).

c) High connection speed: the ability for both a consumer and an advertiser to receive, plan and implement more advanced m-
advertising campaigns and integrate those with existing marketing channels (Leppäniemi & Karjaluoto, 2005).

H4: Facilitating conditions positively influences acceptance of mobile advertising in depending on it in one’s purchase decisions

2.2. Mediated factors

2.2.1. Voluntariness of use & Permission/ privacy matters

Voluntariness of use is the context in which the user will accept technology voluntarily (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). In spite that privacy and permission to send SMS was discussed as an aspect of facilitating conditions (Xu et.al, 2009), we discuss it in the present research as a factor of voluntariness of use. That is, if consumer being interrupted during his daily activities by an ad, brand image may be damaged (Hoyer & MacInnis, 2004). Some describe this cost as an involuntary cost borne by the consumer who faces an unselected exposure (Petty, 2000). In other terms, permission is usually considered to be a major factor that may affect attitudes towards SMS advertising (Kavassalis et.al, 2003) offering the individual the access of free choice & control whether or not to receive messages & the ability of by passing sales managers easily (Nokia, 2002).

Culture doesn't seem to cause any difference in accepting mobile advertising, except in context of irritation where unpermitted SMS messages in some countries is considered illegal and annoy consumers regardless of the medium (Haghirian et.al, 2008). As well, gathering data for tailoring messages raises privacy concerns (Scharl et.al, 2005) as the individual has the right to control the terms under which personal information is acquired and used about him/her (Xu et.al, 2009).

Most of the researches proved negative impact of privacy concerns on behavioral intention in the ecommerce context as the fear of losing control over personal information reduces one’s expectancy about the
performance of the technology or in what others call fear of privacy invasion (Dinev & Hart, 2006). Fear of unsolicited messages, commonly known as spam (Golem, 2002) is the strongest negative influence on consumer attitudes towards SMS advertising as one feels that SMS is typically private (Bamb& Barnes, 2007). The major privacy violations in term of information capture are demographics and purchase-data disclosure without consumers’ consent (Barnes & Scornavacca, 2003). The difference between permission-based advertising and unauthorized spamming proved to be statistically significant (Tsang et.al, 2004) where Corporate policies must consider legalities such as electronic signatures, electronic contracts, and conditions for sending SMS messages (Scharl et.al, 2005). Thus, consumers are more likely to adopt an innovation if they are assured of their privacy and safety via existing rules and regulations (Tanakinjal et.al, 2007) and vice versa.

H5: Voluntary of use negatively affects the influence of the study variables to accept mobile advertising in depending on it in one’s purchase decisions

2.2.2. Age:

Though, mobile advertising is considered to be a very young research topic (Lee et.al, 2006), some studies proved that age has significant difference towards using mobile technology (Wu et.al, 2008) but others proved no relation between age and perceived advertising value (Ito & Okabe, 2005). Meanwhile, SMS is useful for targeting young audiences (Scharl et.al, 2005) causing younger consumers to be more prone to accept mobile advertising making them more attractive to advertisers, even if the overall market is somewhat slow in accepting mobile advertising (Okazaki & Taylor, 2008).

In the present research, we go with the point of view that postulates that mobile advertising (SMS) targets more young people especially that mobile technology is related to technology usage which is more
related to younger ones whose innovativeness is more, compared to older ones (Rosen, 2004). Innovativeness of the person affects one’s acceptance to use mobile advertising as well as his perception of usefulness of advanced mobile services (Lopez-Nicolas et.al., 2008). So, we expect that:

**H6: Age has significant difference towards the study variables of accepting to depend on mobile advertising in one’s purchase decisions**

2.2.3. Gender:

Gender proved to have significant difference towards behavioral intention to use mobiles (Wu et.al, 2008,). Males are more inclined to rely on performance expectancy rather than effort expectancy, whereas female respond oppositely (Park et.al, 2007). That’s especially when considering age in correspondence to gender (Venkatesh et. al., 2003). As well, female appeared to care more about others point of view having a tendency to put more on social influence than males when shaping their attitude and behavioral intentions towards mobile technology (Park et.al., 2007).

**H7: Gender has significant difference towards the study variables of accepting to depend on mobile advertising in one’s purchase decisions**

2.2.4. Experience:

Extent of experience is found to be significantly related with technology acceptance (Mao & Palvia, 2006). Experience has significant difference towards behavioral intentions towards using mobile technology (Wu et.al, 2008). The more the importance mobile phones are in people’s lives (affinity), the higher the probability of acquiring services through mobile phones like mobile advertising and thus increasing the possibility of purchase through it (Manzano et.al, 2009).
Some researches considered previous experience of using distance shopping tools like internet, may be considered as an indicator of technological compatibility considering the use of mobile phones for the same function (Eastin’s, 2002) as consumers who have purchased a product or service through the internet have broken the barriers to distance shopping and therefore are more predisposed to M-commerce (Sivanad et al., 2004) or in other words, technologically oriented (Rice & Katz, 2003). Meanwhile, we viewed prior experience in the present research in how frequent the respondent depended on mobile devices, no of mobile lines he uses and how he relies on the commercial SMS he receives.

**H8: Prior experience has significant difference towards the study variables of accepting to depend on mobile advertising in one’s purchase decisions**

**2.2.5. Education:**

Education has significant difference towards behavioral intentions to use mobile technology (Wu et.al, 2008). That’s lower education are more sensitive to effort expectancy factor that’s considered one of the means that encourages technology adoption (Venkatesh & Morris, 2000). Meanwhile, there’s a significant role of performance expectancy on higher educated people rather than lower ones in adopting technology (Park et.al., 2007).

**H9: Education has significant difference towards the study variables of accepting and to depend on mobile advertising in one’s purchase decisions**

**3. Methodology**

A field survey was conducted where a questionnaire was developed based on the conceptual model (see Fig 2) that followed the “Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology”. The sample was comprised of (334) mobile phone users in Bahrain in the age of 18
years and above. The questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first part was an introductory part about the number of mobile lines each respondent has and the most frequent kind of SMS advertising he usually receives. As well it included how the respondent depends on SMS in his usage to mobile service to measure one’s experience. The second part was a construct of five parts that represent the five independent variables in the study. We used five-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5) for measuring the different independent variables. Performance expectancy was measured through five sentences where validity test Cronbach’s alpha for them = 0.79. Effort expectancy was measured through three sentences where validity test Cronbach’s alpha for them = 0.74. Social influence was measured through three sentences where validity test Cronbach’s alpha for them = 0.76. Facility conditions was measured through four sentences where validity test Cronbach’s alpha for them = 0.73. Effort expectancy was measured through five sentences where validity test Cronbach’s alpha for them = 0.76. Thus, Cronbach’s alpha for the above factors suggested the scales were reliable. The third part of the questionnaire was concerned with the intention of the respondent to use mobile advertising (SMS ad) in making his purchase decisions and his actual or present usage to such SMS’s.

4. Analysis and results

4.1. General results:

From the total sample that was 334 respondents, 46% were male and 54% were female. 75.1% ranged from the age 18-32 and 28.5% ranged from the age of more than 32 and above. 37.1% only had one mobile line, where 62.9% of them had two lines or more. 14.4% of the respondents always use SMS, where 39.8 use SMS sometimes versus 45.8 rarely use them. The majority of SMS that have been received by the respondents were about special offers or discounts with a
percentage of 62.3%, where the least percentage 2.7% regarding consultancy services (religious, medical, ...).

4.2 Results in terms of research hypothesis

H1 has been proved by a degree of significance = .000 By using univariate analysis (table 1) where the value of F= 5.53 with a degree of freedom (df)= 19, showing that Performance expectancy positively influences acceptance to depend on mobile advertising in one’s purchase decisions

H2 has been proved with a significance = .02 on bases of the influence of effort expectancy on the acceptance to depend on mobile advertising in one’s purchase decisions (table 1) where the value of F= 2.040 and degree of freedom (df)= 12

As for social influence, the results of the study show that H3 was accepted By using univariate analysis (table 1), with a significant = .000 where the value of F= 7.34 with a degree of freedom (df)= 12, showing that Social influence positively influences acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.

Table 1 univariate analysis for the effect of independent variables PE (H1), EE (H2),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of hypothesis</th>
<th>Name of hypothesis</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>effect of performance expectancy (PE) on acceptance of mob. Ad</td>
<td>32.228a</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.696</td>
<td>5.531</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>effect of effort expectancy (EE) on acceptance of mob. Ad</td>
<td>9.107a</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.759</td>
<td>2.040</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>effect of Social Influence (SI) on acceptance of mob. Ad</td>
<td>27.692a</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.308</td>
<td>7.346</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>effect of Facilitating Conditions on (FC) acceptance of mob. Ad</td>
<td>7.785a</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.487</td>
<td>1.277</td>
<td>.210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meanwhile, H4 was rejected as univariate analysis didn’t prove to be significant (table 1), claiming that Facilitating conditions don’t influences acceptance to depend on mobile advertising in one’s purchase decisions.

H5 was accepted on basis of all study variables except on facilitating conditions as univariate analysis (table 2), proved that voluntary of use negatively affects the influence of performance expectancy with a significance .000 where F value is less compared to F in table. 1 (5.532 compared to 5.268), effort expectancy with a significance .024 where F value is less compared to F in table. 1 (2.04 compared to 1.99), social influence with a significance .000 where F value is less compared to F in table. 1 (7.34 compared to 6.64), on accepting to depend on mobile advertising on one’s purchase decision; where it didn’t affect the influences of Facilitating conditions on acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.

Table 2 univariate analysis for the effect of co-variate factor Voluntary of use on the influence of study variables on acceptance of mob. Ad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>30.380</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.599</td>
<td>5.268</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>8.713</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.726</td>
<td>1.991</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>25.011</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.084</td>
<td>6.645</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>8.437</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>1.425</td>
<td>.128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H6 was accepted on basis of all study variables except on facilitating conditions as univariate analysis (table3), proved that age affects the influence of performance expectancy with a significance .000, effort expectancy with a significance .010, social influence with a significance .000, on accepting to depend on mobile advertising on
one’s purchase decision, where it didn’t affect the influences of Facilitating conditions on acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.

Table. 3 univariate analysis for the effect of the co-variate factor “age” on the influence of study variables on acceptance of mob. Ad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>32.122</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.691</td>
<td>5.565</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>9.869</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.822</td>
<td>2.243</td>
<td>.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>29.257</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.438</td>
<td>7.965</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>8.163</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.510</td>
<td>1.354</td>
<td>.163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H7 was accepted on basis of all study variables except on facilitating conditions as univariate analysis (table4), proved that gender affects the influence of performance expectancy with a significance .000, effort expectancy with a significance .022, social influence with a significance .000, on accepting to depend on mobile advertising on one’s purchase decision, where it didn’t affect the influences of Facilitating conditions on acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.

Table. 4 univariate analysis for the effect of the co-variate factor “gender” on the influence of study variables on acceptance of mob. Ad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>31.308</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.648</td>
<td>5.376</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>8.983</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.749</td>
<td>2.025</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>26.775</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.231</td>
<td>7.106</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>7.511</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.469</td>
<td>1.239</td>
<td>.237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
H8 was accepted on basis of all study variables except on facilitating conditions as univariate analysis (table 5), proved that prior experience affects the influence of performance expectancy with a significance .000, effort expectancy with a significance .016, social influence with a significance .000 on accepting to depend on mobile advertising on one’s purchase decision, where it didn’t affect the influences of Facilitating conditions on acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.

Table. 5 univariate analysis for the effect of the co-variate factor “prior experience” on the influence of study variables on acceptance of mob. Ad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>31.331</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.649</td>
<td>5.364</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>9.347</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.779</td>
<td>2.109</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>27.064</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.255</td>
<td>7.182</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>7.846</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.490</td>
<td>1.295</td>
<td>.198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H9 was accepted on basis of all study variables except on facilitating conditions as univariate analysis (table 6), proved that education affects the influence of performance expectancy with a significance .000, effort expectancy with a significance .017, social influence with a significance .000 on accepting to depend on mobile advertising on one’s purchase decision, where it didn’t affect the influences of Facilitating conditions on acceptance of mobile advertising to depend on it in one’s purchase decisions.
Fig. 6  univariate analysis for the effect of the co-variate factor “education” on the influence of study variables on acceptance of mob. Ad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>32.022</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.685</td>
<td>5.496</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>9.311</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.776</td>
<td>2.092</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>27.767</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.314</td>
<td>7.387</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>7.825</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.489</td>
<td>1.286</td>
<td>.204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion:
The study aimed to discover the factors that influence one’s acceptance to mobile advertising as a mean to depend on in taking his purchase decisions. The hypothesis were built upon the UTAUT theory that has proved to be more effective than any of the models that are known before in explaining the use of information system, such as mobile commerce (Carlsson, et.al., 2006).

It has been proved (as predicated in the study) that the four external factors discussed by the UTAUT theory would positively influence mobile advertising acceptance and depending on it in one’s behavior, except for the effect of facilitating conditions. Facilitating conditions (FC) in the study were discussed in terms of location-awareness, range of connectivity and availability of connecting the advertiser or the sender.

Meanwhile, it seems that in spite that the mean of Fc= 14.2 with a minimum = 4, and maximum= 20 claiming positive attitude towards FC in mobile advertising, still individuals view these facilities as a requirement accompanying the technology (mobile). Thus, not considering it as an added facilities that may affect their acceptance to mobile advertising and depending on it in their behavior.

As, for the mediated factors (age, gender, level of education and voluntary of use), in spite that they all proved to have a significant
effect on the influence of the study variables on accepting mobile advertising; but these mediated factors didn’t prove to have significant difference between groups except for voluntary of use which was significance .03 where F=1.63. Thus we couldn’t prove which age, or level of education or gender was more effective. Meanwhile as expected through our research, permission to send mobile advertising affected the positive sides one perceives in that service, which should make communication companies seek a way to receive a consent from the receiver to avoid negatively effect of advertised product image.
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